The Bell-LaPadula Model was developed by David Elliott Bell and Len LaPadula in 1973,it focuses on data confidentiality and access to classified information,the model is built on the concept of a state machine with a set of allowable ststes in a system. The model is found to be limited due to the fact that it only deal with confidentiality not integrity, also it does not address management of access control and contains covert channels. With this background another model called AFOADAG is developed as an improvement on Bell -Lapadula model ,by an introduction of an entity called Comprehensive Security Property (CS-property ) which addressed the limitation of Lapadulla model the model is eventually applied to Security development in ELearning System.
INTRODUCTION
The Bell-LaPadula Model was developed by David Elliott Bell and Len LaPadula in 1973 to formalize the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) multilevel security (MLS) policy. The model is a formal state transition model of computer security policy that describes a set of access control rules which use security labels on objects and clearances for subjects. Security labels range from the most sensitive, e.g. "Top Secret", down to the least sensitive, e.g. "Unclassified" or "Public. " Bell, David (December 2005) .
In this formal model, the entities in an information system are divided into subjects and objects. The notion of a "secure state" is defined, and it is proven that each state transition preserves security by moving from secure state to secure state, thereby inductively proving that the system satisfies the security objectives of the model. The Bell-LaPadula model is built on the concept of a state machine with a set of allowable states in a system. The transition from one state to another state is defined by transition functions.
A system state is defined to be "secure" if the only permitted access modes of subjects to objects are in accordance with a security policy. To determine whether a specific access mode is allowed, the clearance of a subject is compared to the classification of the object (more precisely, to the combination of classification and set of compartments, making up the security level) to determine if the subject is authorized for the specific access mode. The clearance/classification scheme is expressed in terms of a lattice,the model defines two mandatory access control (MAC) rules and one discretionary access control (DAC) rule with three security properties:
1. The Simple Security Property states that a subject at a given security level may not read an object at a higher security level (no readup).
2. The *-property (read star-property) states that a subject at a given security level must not write to any object at a lower security level (no write-down).
3. The Discretionary Security Property uses an access matrix to specify the discretionary access control.
The transfer of information from a high-sensitivity paragraph to a lower-sensitivity document may happen in the Bell-LaPadula model via the concept of trusted subjects. Trusted Subjects are not restricted by the *-property. Untrusted subjects are. Trusted Subjects must be shown to be trustworthy with regard to the security policy. BLP Structure: BLP structure combines three (3) major accessible controls viz;
• access permission matrices for access control,
• a security lattice, for security levels,
• an automaton, for access operations.
It is noted that Security policies are reduced to relations in the BLP structure.
BLP model
• A set of subjects S
• A set of objects O
• A set of access operations A = {execute,read,append,write}
• A set L of security levels, with a partial ordering ≤
Assumptions in bell-lapadula model
The State of a system is used to check its security.
The state set applied by BLP Model is: B x M X F, where The *-property implies that it is not possible to send messages to low level subjects.
There are two ways to remedy this.
•
Temporarily downgrade a high level subject → this is why we introduced the current security level fc(s.)
• Identify a set of subjects that are permitted to violate the *-property .
These are called trusted subjects.
BLP SECURITY
• A state v = (b,M,f ) is called secure if all three security properties are satisfied.
• 
PROOF, THE * & DS-PROPERTY
Preservation of the *-property and the ds-property can be described in a similar way.
LIMITATIONS OF BLP
The BLP model,  1. only deals with confidentiality, not integrity, 2. does not address management of access control, 3. Contains covert channels.
• These are features of BLP, and should not be regarded as flaws.
• Limiting the goals of a model makes it easier to deal with security issues
• BLP has no policies for the modification of access rights.
BLP was originally intended for systems with no changes in the security levels.
Covert channels are information channels that are not controlled by the security mechanism of the system. Information can flow (leak) from a high security level to a low security level as follows:
A low-level subject creates an object dummy.obj at its own level, 2. Its high-level accomplice, either upgrades it to a high level, or does not.
3.
Later the low level subject tries to read dummy.obj . If it can, the covert bit is 1; otherwise it is 0.
Note: Telling a subject that a certain operation is or is not permitted, constitutes information flow.
In other to review, analyze and resolve the major defect in Bell-Lapadula Model, another model is developed tagged -Afoadag Model , and used as a security model in E-learning that is being simulated.
Development of afoadag model:
From the limitation of Bell Lapadula model ,there is the need of another model that improve upon this, to overcome the stated limitations in other for better performance of computer security systems , therefore afoadag model is being developed as a modified prototype upon Bell Lapadula model which has been used in several computer security systems. Therefore, the Simple security property holds forAfoadag Model. In the same convention Star and Discretionary Properties stands true for our Model.
Security properties in blp model

Star property (*-property):
-for each access (s,o,a) in b, with access operation a = append, or write, the current security level of s is dominated by the classification of the object o, i.e.
This is a no append/write down policy.
Also, if there is an (s,o,a) in b with a = append or write,
Discretionary security property (ds-property):
-for each access (s,o,a) in b, we must have a Є M so .
Assumptions and modifications to star property:
To apply this in our model, it will be assumed that the set of Subjects involved are trusted subjects which will definitely violate the star property. This occurs by allowing a current security level fc(s) for the subject, therefore, we stand justified because our model has conformed with these remedies. ► Covert channels being information channels that are not controlled by the security mechanism of the system enhances by BLP Model has being taken care of since all the Information Channels are controlled by each security means at each level. For example, for any access operations a security measure is put in place to take care of this. To access any read operation by a Student, an encryption key provided by a higher Security authority (the Administrator) has to be provided. Therefore, all the Information channels are controlled by the Security mechanism of this Model.
Application of afoadag model to development of secured e-learning system A SET OF SUBJECT S -S
The Modifications used so far in this context are streamlined applying the -Afoadag Model in question and these are as follows; A set l of security levels with a partial ordering( ≤): Recall that the State of a system is used to check its security.
The state set applied by BLP Model is: B x M X F, where
, with elements (fs, fc, fo), where The set of permission matrices M for Subject (Student) can be define as different Object that can be perform by it. For example, a Student as a Subject can work on different Objects. Therefore, Set of Subject is define as the Row 'R' and the Object as Column 'C'. So, for any Row (Student, Administrator, and Facilitator) there are sets of Object forming it corresponding Column 'C'. Hence, a set of permission matrices is defined as a set of M (R x C) that is Row by Column.
┼ A set of security level assignments
The major securities adopted in this model are
From BLP Model, the security assignment F consists of L s , L s , L o and these in turn consist of element f s , f c , f o .
1.
As defined earlier, f s : S→L gives the maximum security each subject can have from our Model, the Subject involved -Administrator, Facilitator (Lecturer) and Student (Learner).
The Maximum security that Administrator can have is to be able to grant or revoke a particular Password to both the Facilitator and the Student but him/her must also  We have a registered Password that grant him access to the System (Model) upon design, hence, the Maximum security in accorded to the administrator.
2.
The Student only needs his or her Password to log on so as to be able to perform studying responsibilities.
3.
The Facilitator also needs Password to have access into the system or probably go through the administrator in the updating of lessons (Text and Video) and other learning materials.
For f c :S→L gives the current security level of each subject. In addition to what has been declared in 2 and 3 above. The current security level of each subject depends on any of the set of Operation performs by any of the Subject. For example a Student may want to access a Text lesson and may require using an encryption key given by the administrator to be able to have access to the text, hence at that particular level the Security that exist between the Administrator and the student is an Encryption. Knowing fully well that the three (3) securities available to our Model are;
So, to classify the security of this entire Object we have to look at each Object in terms of the Security they required, hence, we have the following. Since our prove from above shows that B x M x F holds and the state set also applied to our Model, it follows that the above BLP security also hold for our Model. Hence, E-learning system and discussion: The software was written using JAVA programming language and MYSQL as the database here below are the various forms showing different functions.
Face capture module:
The figure below shows the applet used to capture the face for storage and verification or for verification if the users face has already been stored.
Fig. 4.2 Face Capture Applet
After the successfully logs on, the face capture applet loads and the user is prompted to capture his face using the web camera as feed. On clicking the capture button, a preview of the shot taken is shown and the user can afford to either accept it or reject it to take another one.
The figure below .The system was tested with three registered users and an outsider i.e. an unregistered individual. The pictures of the already identified users are shown below.
Fig 4.3 Pictures of Registered Users
To complete the registration each user took three to four shots which formed the basis for comparison against the individual used as the test
Fig. 4.5 Match Found For Registered User
The figure above shows the results obtained from capturing and submitting one of the registered faces shown in figure 4 .4 above. On capturing the face, a corresponding jpeg file is created and sent to the server for processing after which the result of the verification is sent to the applet. If an unregistered / unknown face is submitted the applet reports this as shown in figure 4.6 below .
Fig. 4.6 Match Not Found for Unknown user
In the figure above (Fig 4.7 ) the user's face is to be verified as specified by the task id. As a result a comparison is made using the eigenfaces algorithm and the already stored face images against the newly captured image which gives an output that is sent to the browser to take necessary action, in this case move to the start page of the user.
Admin module:
In module the administrator has the privileges of adding users, adding or creating courses as well as assigning the courses to respective users.
Create user: The site administrator has the privileges of creating users and courses as shown in figure 4 .8 below. In addition, he is also responsible for assigning courses to user's designated as lecturers. Each user must have a unique combination of first name and password.
Fig 4.8 Create User
View course material: When a student logs into the system, HE is shown a complete set of courses that he has registered for. Each course has a list of topics that have been created by the lecturers in charge.
Each topic can be accessed through the link provided. Fig 4. 13 shows the encrypted view of the course material to the student. 
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CONCLUSION
It has been seen that this model (AFOADAG MODEL) analyzed as an improvement on BLP Model having explored its features, and applying it to security development in E-learning , with the introduction of a property called comprehensive property (-CS) a better security is enhanced hence, we have a Model called -AFOADAG Security Model.
